
C O V E R  F O C U S

Y
ou’re a smart practitioner of aesthetic medicine, up to date on 
the latest technologies. In fact, you walk around laden with a 
supercomputer, video camera, note pad, homing device, cal-
culator, day planner, dictation transcriptionist, medical journal 

library, photography system, map and credit card processor (among 
other things), miraculously combined into a device that fits in your 
shirt pocket. 

In our increasingly connected and mobile world, each of us is look-
ing for ways to maximize our efficiency, improve our practice’s reputa-
tion and financial health, and optimize the wellbeing of ourselves, our 
families and our patients. We are accustomed to practicing precision 
medicine in the aesthetic space—crafting bespoke solutions to distinct 
problems based on setting requirements, leveling expectations and 
delivering technical expertise. Not unusually, plastic surgeons, derma-
tologists and other aesthetic physicians have light-bulb moments where 
we believe there is an unmet need—a pain point—for our colleagues or 
patients, which could be fulfilled with a properly designed application 
or software tool. In the last several years, physician entrepreneurs have 
introduced innovative EMR products, practice management platforms, 
marketing engines, consumer applications, consultative tools, and other 
interesting software-driven solutions for these pain points. 

Having participated in developing such software applications, I 
offer these 11 smart steps to aspiring doctor developers:

1. DO YOUR RESEARCH EARLY. 
Identify whether the solution you seek to construct already exists, 

and if so, why have you not heard of it? Is it, perhaps, that there is 
a limited willingness on the part of the market to pay for or adopt 
such a product or service? Do a serious competitive analysis. Don’t 
just focus on the addressable market opportunity size. 

2. CLEARLY ARTICULATE THE CORE MISSION OF 
THE APPLICATION. 

What problem exactly are you trying to solve? Are you sure this is 
a problem for your expected customers or are you just speculating? 
Focus group research, attendance at digital health conferences, par-

ticipation in LinkedIn and other networks for entrepreneurs may help 
answer this before you invest substantial money into development.

3. GET YOUR USER STORIES STRAIGHT. 
This exercise helps you think through how the user navigates 

through the tool, what the look and feel needs to be, and what is 
critical versus extraneous to the platform.

Products for consumers, as well as for physicians, need to be clean, 
stylish, simple to use and easily navigable. Going into the native 
environment of your users—the places and contexts in which they 
would be expected to access your application—is critical. Consider 
yourself an anthropologist studying a local culture in its native envi-
ronment. This is critical to understanding the application workflow. 
If this is in a physician’s office, figure out who among the staff would 
typically use the tool and why and how they would do so. 

4. LEARN ABOUT APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
METHODOLOGIES. 

Many of these were derived from lean process methods applied 
to manufacturing (think Toyota assembly lines), and require a good 
understanding of your resources (time, money, human capital) 
and how and when you can best deploy them to create lasting 
value. You can learn more about these processes by searching for 
literature on Agile development, Scrum and other ways software 
development teams work. This includes tools to help you prioritize 
which features are critical (part of your “minimally viable product” 
or MVP) and which are nice to have but not required for launch. 
Learning about these methodologies can also help you in your clini-
cal practice, as they also include ways to measure the “velocity” of 
your delivery of work product and to identify where your capacity 
to produce is being overused or underused.

5. THINK ABOUT WHETHER YOU WANT TO 
DEVELOP THIS IN HOUSE OR USE EXTERNAL 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FIRMS. 

Many of these companies can be engaged on contracts and 
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employ off- or near-shore developers who can produce high qual-
ity applications at lower cost than recruiting, hiring and employing 
developers directly. A good starting place for soliciting contractors is 
upwork.com, where you can create project specifications and identi-
fy what kind of people and work you need to complete the applica-
tion. Typically, this will include user experience/user interface archi-
tects (who create mockups of the interactive navigation and tell 
developers what functions need to be accomplished) and software 
engineers. It may also include business analysts who help you iden-
tify the business goals for the users that you are trying to empower 
so you can prioritize features in your development roadmap.

6. IDENTIFY WHETHER THIS IS GOING TO BE 
A NATIVE APP (SOMETHING A USER HAS TO 
DOWNLOAD TO BE INSTALLED ON A MOBILE 
DEVICE) OR A WEB SERVICE THAT CAN BE 
ACCESSED IN BROWSERS (ON MOBILE OR DESK-
TOP DEVICES). 

While the user stories may be similar, the form factor and envi-
ronments for using different devices and types of products may 
change the way you think about design. 

7. LEARN THE INS AND OUTS OF HIPPA  
COMPLIANCE.

If your application will include any protected health information 
(PHI), make sure you do your homework on how to create HIPAA-
compliant applications. Ask your potential teams if they have expe-
rience in this area. There are platforms out there like aptible.com 
and medable.com which can take some of the heavy lifting of com-
pliance out for your developers.

8. TEST YOUR EARLY PROTOTYPES. 
See what works and what doesn’t with representative custom-

ers, either through a beta license or even for compensation. This is 
among the best ways to assess whether the market will find value in 

your product. These early users can become your greatest marketing 
champions and also participate in your quality assurance process to 
debug and perfect your app. Always subject these prospective users 
to non-disclosure agreements in your early development phase. 
Don’t let someone else execute on your brilliant idea (of course you 
are free to tell me about them if you like…)!

9. SET A REALISTIC BUDGET.
Software development takes time and costs money. I’ve seen 

apps cost anywhere from $10K to millions of dollars to develop and 
launch, depending on infrastructure, feature complexity, marketing 
budget, security concerns, and other factors. 

10. DON’T QUIT YOUR DAY JOB…YET. 
You need your active practice to lend credibility to the value of 

your application, to say nothing of needing the cash flow generated 
by practice to keep you solvent and your family from panicking while 
you plunge into your product development. Also, lots of apps fail. It’s 
a fact. Doctors are not the easiest customers to convince, nor keep, 
and consumers have a limited willingness to pay for healthcare-relat-
ed software tools. Don’t put all your eggs into this basket.

11. HAVE FUN! 
Seeing your product in the hands of your colleagues or patients is 

very rewarding. In fact, I have used or currently use products devel-
oped by myself but also by colleagues, and exploring ways to enhance 
the experience of physicians and patients using technology is highly 
contagious. The tools are literally in the palm of your hand. n
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